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Quotes from ENISA 

CYBER EUROPE 2012 
 
Udo Helmbrecht – ENISA Executive Director:  
“ENISA aims to support the cyber crisis community in improving the resilience of 
critical information infrastructures. That is why we facilitated the organization of 
Cyber Europe 2012. We were pleased to cooperate again with the Member States in 
the Cyber Europe exercise so as to strengthen cyber crisis cooperation, preparedness 
and response across Europe” 
 
Evangelos Ouzounis – ENISA’s Head of Resilience and CIIP Unit: 
“Pan-European cyber exercises are a powerful mechanism to test the effectiveness 
and scalability of existing mechanisms, procedures and information flow between 
Member States and private sector in case of large scale cyber incidents. Member 
States and the Commission have several times highlighted the importance of cyber 
exercises in securing Europe’s critical information infrastructures and called for ENISA 
to support all relevant stakeholders to improve their capabilities. ENISA was very 
proud to facilitate the first pan-European exercise, Cyber Europe 2010, and Cyber 
Atlantic 2011. All the experiences and lessons learned from these exercises are now 
brought into Cyber Europe 2012 which we aim to be a milestone for our efforts in this 
field.” 
 
Panagiotis Trimintzios – ENISA Expert, Exercise Director: 
“The exercise really belongs to the Member States and a lot of people across Europe 
have worked very hard to make the exercise happen. As with the first pan-European 
exercise, ENISA brought representatives from the Member States together in a series 
of workshops to plan the exercise. ENISA has facilitated the overall process and 
brought the Member States into a dialogue, and also managed to build consensus 
with them on the exercise objectives. With all the knowledge and experience from 
our work on Cyber Europe 2010 and on Cyber Atlantic 2011 – I think that this 
exercise, Cyber Europe 2012, will also be a great success.” 
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